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a b s t r a c t

Background: The shared decision making (SDM) model states that patients’ values and preferences
should be clarified to choose a strategy that best fits the patient. This study aimed to assess whether val-
ues and preferences of rectal cancer patients are voiced and considered in deciding about preoperative
radiotherapy (PRT), and whether this makes patients feel more involved in treatment decision making.
Methods: Pre-treatment consultations of radiation oncologists and patients eligible for PRT were audio-
taped (N = 90). Tapes were transcribed and coded to identify patients’ values and treatment preferences.
Patients filled in a post-consultation questionnaire on their perceived involvement in decision making
(N = 60).
Results: Patients’ values were voiced for 62/611 of benefits/harms addressed (10%), in 38/90 consulta-
tions (42%; maximum 4 values per consultation), and most often related to major long-term treatment
outcomes. Patients’ treatment preferences were discussed in 20/90 consultations (22%). In 16/90 consul-
tations (18%), the oncologists explicitly indicated to consider patients’ values or preferences. Patients per-
ceived a significantly more active role in decision making if their values or preferences had been voiced or
considered.
Conclusions: Patients’ values and treatment preferences are voiced or considered in a minority of consul-
tations. If they are, this increases patients’ perceived involvement in the decision making process.

! 2015 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved. Radiotherapy and Oncology xxx (2015) xxx–xxx

Shared decision making (SDM) in the clinical encounter has
become increasingly important in modern health care, both from
an ethical and a clinical point of view [1,2]. Applying the principles
of SDM is especially relevant when treatment decisions are
preference-sensitive, i.e. in the absence of a ‘best choice’ from a
clinical perspective or when individual patients’ valuation of
benefits and harms may strongly vary [3–5]. One such
preference-sensitive decision is the decision about short-course
preoperative radiotherapy (PRT) in the treatment of patients with
localized rectal cancer [6]. The beneficial effect of PRT on local con-
trol, compared to surgery only, has been clearly demonstrated, but
PRT does not convey an additional overall survival benefit [7].
Moreover, PRT is associated with a higher risk of adverse effects,
the most important of which are faecal incontinence and sexual
dysfunction [8,9]. Research has shown great variation in how

individual patients value possible benefits and harms of PRT and
these valuations are not consistently related to patient characteris-
tics [10,11]. Moreover, it turns out to be difficult for clinicians to
accurately judge patients’ values for health outcomes or patients’
treatment preferences [10,12,13]. Patients should therefore explic-
itly voice their values and treatment preferences during the
consultation with their radiation oncologist, so that these can be
considered in choosing a treatment strategy that best fits the
patient. Most SDM models state that clinicians should elicit
patients’ values and preferences [2,14,15] in treatment decision
making, but little research has been conducted on whether this
actually happens in daily clinical practice [16,17].

This study aimed to assess (1) the extent to which patients’
values regarding benefits and harms of PRT and patients’ treatment
preferences are voiced during decision consultations about PRT for
rectal cancer, (2) if these values and preferences are explicitly
considered in deciding about treatment, and (3) whether patients
feel more involved in treatment decision making when their values
or preferences are discussed or considered during decision making.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.radonc.2015.09.005
0167-8140/! 2015 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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long-term faecal incontinence (N = 12/62, 19%), and local control
(N = 8/62, 13%) (Fig. 1). Of these 62 discussions on patient values,
three (5%) were initiated by the radiation oncologist, all concerning
erectile dysfunction in male patients, for example by inviting
patients to express their opinion on a harm (see Fig. 1). The
patients initiated all other discussions.

Patients’ treatment preferences were discussed in 20/90 consul-
tations (22%). In 15 of these 20 cases (79%), patients expressed a
preference to undergo PRT, in the other five cases (21%) patients
expressed a preference to forego PRT.

There was no significant association between the number of
values discussed or whether or not treatment preferences were
discussed, and patients’ age, gender or educational level, or being
accompanied during the consultation.

In deciding about PRT, the radiation oncologists explicitly indi-
cated to consider patients’ values in 1/90 consultations (1%),
patients’ treatment preferences in 10/90 consultations (11%), or
both in 5/90 consultations (6%).

Of the consultations in which patients’ values or treatment pref-
erences were discussed, the oncologist also explicitly indicated to
consider these in treatment decision making in 4/38 and 6/20 cases
(11% and 30%), respectively. In the one consultation in which the
voiced value was explicitly considered in decision making, the
oncologist indicated that the patient’s treatment preference was
of importance as well. In this case, the patient indicated that he
needed more time to form a preference and a second consultation
was scheduled.

In addition, there were seven consultations in which the oncol-
ogists indicated that they wanted to consider the patient’s treat-
ment preference, but the patient did not voice any. In five of
these consultations, the oncologist recommended PRT and the
patient consented. In the other two consultations, the decision
was postponed and the oncologist and the patient agreed to a
follow-up appointment by telephone.

Patients’ perceived role in deciding about PRT is shown in
Table 1. Overall, patients perceived they had a significantly more

active role in deciding about PRT (lower CPS-score) when they
had voiced more values (rho = !0.33, p < 0.01), or when they had
put forward their treatment preference to their radiation oncolo-
gist (U = 214, z = !2.8, p < 0.01). Patients also perceived they had
a significantly more active role when the oncologist had indicated
to consider the patient’s values or preferences in deciding about
PRT, compared to when the oncologist had not (U = 147.5,
z = !2.98, p < 0.01).

Discussion

The SDM model states that after informing patients on possible
treatment options, possible benefits and harms and their respec-
tive probabilities, patients’ values and preferences should be clari-
fied or elicited in the decision making process [2,14,15].

The first aim of this study was to assess the extent to which rec-
tal cancer patients voice their values regarding benefits and harms
of PRT and their treatment preferences during decision consulta-
tions. In less than half of the consultations, patients expressed
one or more values. In total, patients expressed their values regard-
ing only a small portion of all benefits and harms of PRT discussed;
and in almost all cases at their own initiative. If patients explicitly
voiced their values, these most often concerned long-term major
outcomes of PRT, such as local recurrence, faecal incontinence, or
sexual dysfunction. This is consistent with previous research in
which we showed that rectal cancer patients as well as radiation
oncologists consider these outcomes important, and necessary to
address during this consultation [23]. Patients’ treatment prefer-
ences were discussed in about one out of five consultations. The lit-
erature shows that overall, rectal cancer patients require only a
small beneficial effect of PRT to consider it worthwhile, but large
variation exists in individual treatment preferences [10], and it is
difficult for clinicians to predict patients’ values or preferences
[10,24]. Therefore, we must be alert to the ‘silent misdiagnosis’
of patients’ values and treatment preferences [24]. After providing
patients with all relevant information, oncologists can invite
patients to share their ideas, concerns and expectations. Although
this has been recommended in the literature [25], research shows
that in daily clinical practice, this only happens in limited extent
[17]. Only after discussing and understanding how the patient val-
ues trade-offs between benefits and harms of treatment, can the
radiation oncologist recommend a strategy that best fits the
patient.

The second aim of the study was to assess the explicit consider-
ation of patients’ values and treatment preferences in treatment
decision making. In less than one out of five consultations, the radi-
ation oncologists explicitly indicated to consider the patient’s val-
ues or treatment preferences in deciding about PRT. It is
noteworthy that in seven consultations, the oncologist stated that
the patient’s treatment preference was of importance in deciding
about treatment, but the patient did not voice a preference and
the oncologist did not probe any further. In an earlier study, we
showed that radiation and medical oncologists rarely express to
their patients, as a reason for the encounter, that a treatment deci-
sion needs to be made [26]. Many patients might not realize that
foregoing (neo-)adjuvant treatment is a viable option and that
their values and treatment preferences are of importance in the
treatment decision. Therefore, a statement from the oncologist that
the patient’s values and treatment preferences are to be considered
might take patients by surprise. Patients may need more encour-
agement from the oncologist, or, as some patients in our study
indicated, more time to form and express their values and treat-
ment preferences. When facing a preference-sensitive health-
related decision, time pressure should not be at stake and individ-
uals should be able to take at least days before committing to an
option [27].

Table 1
Participant characteristics.

N (%)

Patients (N = 90)
Mean age, years ± s.d. (range) 64 ± 10.1 (40–87)
Male gender 66 (73)
Educational levela

Low 17 (33)
Intermediate 32 (44)
High 26 (22)

Companion present at consultation 80 (89)
Perceived decisional roleb

Patient made the decision 4 (7)
Patient made the decision after considering the
radiation oncologist’s opinion

13 (22)

Radiation oncologist and patient made the decision
together

22 (37)

Radiation oncologist made the decision after
considering the patient’s opinion

12 (20)

Radiation oncologist made the decision 9 (15)

Radiation oncologists (N = 21)
Mean age, years ± s.d. (range) 40 ± 6.5 (27–52)
Male gender 6 (29)c

Median time since specialization, years (range) 6 (0–20)
Median number of rectal cancer patients per month

(range)
3 (1–8)

a Educational levels included low = completed no/primary school; intermedi-
ate = completed lower general secondary education/vocational training; or
high = completed pre-university education/high vocational training/university.
Eighteen patients did not respond to this question.

b As assessed in the post-consultation questionnaire, filled in by N = 60 patients.
c Male radiation oncologists audiotaped a total of 19 consultations (21%).
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long-term faecal incontinence (N = 12/62, 19%), and local control
(N = 8/62, 13%) (Fig. 1). Of these 62 discussions on patient values,
three (5%) were initiated by the radiation oncologist, all concerning
erectile dysfunction in male patients, for example by inviting
patients to express their opinion on a harm (see Fig. 1). The
patients initiated all other discussions.

Patients’ treatment preferences were discussed in 20/90 consul-
tations (22%). In 15 of these 20 cases (79%), patients expressed a
preference to undergo PRT, in the other five cases (21%) patients
expressed a preference to forego PRT.

There was no significant association between the number of
values discussed or whether or not treatment preferences were
discussed, and patients’ age, gender or educational level, or being
accompanied during the consultation.

In deciding about PRT, the radiation oncologists explicitly indi-
cated to consider patients’ values in 1/90 consultations (1%),
patients’ treatment preferences in 10/90 consultations (11%), or
both in 5/90 consultations (6%).

Of the consultations in which patients’ values or treatment pref-
erences were discussed, the oncologist also explicitly indicated to
consider these in treatment decision making in 4/38 and 6/20 cases
(11% and 30%), respectively. In the one consultation in which the
voiced value was explicitly considered in decision making, the
oncologist indicated that the patient’s treatment preference was
of importance as well. In this case, the patient indicated that he
needed more time to form a preference and a second consultation
was scheduled.

In addition, there were seven consultations in which the oncol-
ogists indicated that they wanted to consider the patient’s treat-
ment preference, but the patient did not voice any. In five of
these consultations, the oncologist recommended PRT and the
patient consented. In the other two consultations, the decision
was postponed and the oncologist and the patient agreed to a
follow-up appointment by telephone.

Patients’ perceived role in deciding about PRT is shown in
Table 1. Overall, patients perceived they had a significantly more

active role in deciding about PRT (lower CPS-score) when they
had voiced more values (rho = !0.33, p < 0.01), or when they had
put forward their treatment preference to their radiation oncolo-
gist (U = 214, z = !2.8, p < 0.01). Patients also perceived they had
a significantly more active role when the oncologist had indicated
to consider the patient’s values or preferences in deciding about
PRT, compared to when the oncologist had not (U = 147.5,
z = !2.98, p < 0.01).

Discussion

The SDM model states that after informing patients on possible
treatment options, possible benefits and harms and their respec-
tive probabilities, patients’ values and preferences should be clari-
fied or elicited in the decision making process [2,14,15].

The first aim of this study was to assess the extent to which rec-
tal cancer patients voice their values regarding benefits and harms
of PRT and their treatment preferences during decision consulta-
tions. In less than half of the consultations, patients expressed
one or more values. In total, patients expressed their values regard-
ing only a small portion of all benefits and harms of PRT discussed;
and in almost all cases at their own initiative. If patients explicitly
voiced their values, these most often concerned long-term major
outcomes of PRT, such as local recurrence, faecal incontinence, or
sexual dysfunction. This is consistent with previous research in
which we showed that rectal cancer patients as well as radiation
oncologists consider these outcomes important, and necessary to
address during this consultation [23]. Patients’ treatment prefer-
ences were discussed in about one out of five consultations. The lit-
erature shows that overall, rectal cancer patients require only a
small beneficial effect of PRT to consider it worthwhile, but large
variation exists in individual treatment preferences [10], and it is
difficult for clinicians to predict patients’ values or preferences
[10,24]. Therefore, we must be alert to the ‘silent misdiagnosis’
of patients’ values and treatment preferences [24]. After providing
patients with all relevant information, oncologists can invite
patients to share their ideas, concerns and expectations. Although
this has been recommended in the literature [25], research shows
that in daily clinical practice, this only happens in limited extent
[17]. Only after discussing and understanding how the patient val-
ues trade-offs between benefits and harms of treatment, can the
radiation oncologist recommend a strategy that best fits the
patient.

The second aim of the study was to assess the explicit consider-
ation of patients’ values and treatment preferences in treatment
decision making. In less than one out of five consultations, the radi-
ation oncologists explicitly indicated to consider the patient’s val-
ues or treatment preferences in deciding about PRT. It is
noteworthy that in seven consultations, the oncologist stated that
the patient’s treatment preference was of importance in deciding
about treatment, but the patient did not voice a preference and
the oncologist did not probe any further. In an earlier study, we
showed that radiation and medical oncologists rarely express to
their patients, as a reason for the encounter, that a treatment deci-
sion needs to be made [26]. Many patients might not realize that
foregoing (neo-)adjuvant treatment is a viable option and that
their values and treatment preferences are of importance in the
treatment decision. Therefore, a statement from the oncologist that
the patient’s values and treatment preferences are to be considered
might take patients by surprise. Patients may need more encour-
agement from the oncologist, or, as some patients in our study
indicated, more time to form and express their values and treat-
ment preferences. When facing a preference-sensitive health-
related decision, time pressure should not be at stake and individ-
uals should be able to take at least days before committing to an
option [27].

Table 1
Participant characteristics.

N (%)

Patients (N = 90)
Mean age, years ± s.d. (range) 64 ± 10.1 (40–87)
Male gender 66 (73)
Educational levela

Low 17 (33)
Intermediate 32 (44)
High 26 (22)

Companion present at consultation 80 (89)
Perceived decisional roleb

Patient made the decision 4 (7)
Patient made the decision after considering the
radiation oncologist’s opinion

13 (22)

Radiation oncologist and patient made the decision
together

22 (37)

Radiation oncologist made the decision after
considering the patient’s opinion

12 (20)

Radiation oncologist made the decision 9 (15)

Radiation oncologists (N = 21)
Mean age, years ± s.d. (range) 40 ± 6.5 (27–52)
Male gender 6 (29)c

Median time since specialization, years (range) 6 (0–20)
Median number of rectal cancer patients per month

(range)
3 (1–8)

a Educational levels included low = completed no/primary school; intermedi-
ate = completed lower general secondary education/vocational training; or
high = completed pre-university education/high vocational training/university.
Eighteen patients did not respond to this question.

b As assessed in the post-consultation questionnaire, filled in by N = 60 patients.
c Male radiation oncologists audiotaped a total of 19 consultations (21%).
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Benefit from preoperative radiotherapy in rectal cancer treatment:
disease-free patients’ and oncologists’ preferences

AH Pieterse*,1, AM Stiggelbout1, MCM Baas-Thijssen1, CJH van de Velde2 and CAM Marijnen3,4

1Department of Medical Decision Making, University Medical Center Leiden, Leiden, the Netherlands; 2Department of Surgery, University Medical Center
Leiden, Leiden, the Netherlands; 3Department of Radiotherapy, Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 4Department of Clinical
Oncology, University Medical Center Leiden, Leiden, the Netherlands

Preoperative radiotherapy (PRT) in resectable rectal cancer improves local control but increases probability of faecal incontinence
and sexual dysfunction. Consensus was reached in 2001 in the Netherlands on a guideline advising PRT to new patients. Purpose was
to assess at what benefit oncologists and rectal cancer patients prefer PRT followed by surgery to surgery alone, and how oncologists
and patients value various treatment outcomes. Sixty-six disease-free patients and 60 oncologists (surgical, radiation, medical) were
interviewed. Minimally desired benefit from PRT (local control) was assessed using the Treatment Tradeoff Method. Importance of
survival, local control, faecal incontinence, and sexual dysfunction in determining treatment outcome preferences was assessed using
Adaptive Conjoint Analysis. The range of required benefit from PRT varied widely within participant groups. Seventeen percent of
patients would choose PRT at a 0% benefit; 11% would not choose PRT for the maximum benefit of 11%. Mean minimally desired
benefit excluding these two groups was 4%. For oncologists, the required benefit was 5%. Also, how strongly participants valued
treatment outcomes varied widely within groups. Of the four outcomes, participants considered incontinence most often as most
important. Relative treatment outcome importance differed between specialties. Patients considered sexual functioning more
important than oncologists. Large differences in treatment preferences exist between individual patients and oncologists. Oncologists
should adequately inform their patients about the risks and benefits of PRT, and elicit patient preferences regarding treatment
outcomes.
British Journal of Cancer (2007) 97, 717–724. doi:10.1038/sj.bjc.6603954 www.bjcancer.com
Published online 11 September 2007
& 2007 Cancer Research UK

Keywords: treatment preference; adaptive conjoint analysis; treatment tradeoff method; treatment outcomes
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Rectal cancer affects approximately 2500 new patients yearly in the
Netherlands (Comprehensive Cancer Centers, the Netherlands,
http://www.ikcnet.nl/IKZ/index.php?id¼ 1646&nav_id¼ 160&regio_
id¼ 124, accessed on 14 December 2006), and 5-year survival is
around 65% (Peeters et al, 2006). A Dutch multimember trial (total
mesorectal excision (TME) trial) showed neoadjuvant radiotherapy
(5" 5Gy) followed by TME surgery to improve local control
compared to TME surgery alone in resectable rectal cancer patients
at 2-year follow-up, with no survival benefit (Kapiteijn et al, 2001).
A Swedish population-based study showed similar results (Dahlberg
et al, 1998). As local recurrences result in painful and severe
disabling symptoms that are difficult to treat, a national guideline
was agreed upon in 2001 based on these results, advising
preoperative radiotherapy (PRT) for all resectable rectal cancer
patients. Five-year follow-up trial data confirmed a reduced
recurrence rate (from 11 to 6%), still with no survival benefit
(Peeters et al, 2006). Irradiated patients reported higher rates of

faecal incontinence compared to non-irradiated patients at 2- and
5-year follow-up (Marijnen et al, 2005; Peeters et al, 2005). The
Swedish Rectal Cancer Trial showed comparable results at a mean
of 6 years follow-up (Dahlberg et al, 1998). Moreover, irradiated
patients showed higher rates of sexual dysfunction at 2-year
follow-up (Marijnen et al, 2005).
Treating all eligible patients with PRT implies that many will

be treated unnecessarily. It is presently questionable how strongly
oncologists believe the benefit from PRT on local control to
outweigh the risks. At the time of our study, PRT was the
standard treatment in the Netherlands, but it was expected that
the guideline might undergo changes, due to the publication of the
above studies of Marijnen et al (2005) and Peeters et al (2005).
Additionally, patients’ views on the underlying risk/benefit
tradeoff have never been assessed. Our study was undertaken to
assess (a) at what benefit patients and oncologists prefer PRT
followed by surgery to surgery alone, (b) how patients
and oncologists value various treatment outcomes, and (c) whether
characteristics of patients and oncologists affect preferences.
The method used to value treatment outcomes is novel.
This study may therefore serve as a model for similar
tradeoffs in other cancer treatment decisions, as tradeoffs
between tumour control and quality of life are abundant in
oncology.

Received 11 May 2007; revised 18 July 2007; accepted 20 July 2007;
published online 11 September 2007
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could not decide for female patients. In the remaining oncologists,
required benefit from PRT for male vs female patients was
identical for 54 out of 57 (95%, 1 missing value) and 1% higher or
1–2% lower for male patients in other cases. Results were
therefore pooled. On average, minimally desired benefit was
5.0% (95% CI, 4.6–5.4; range 1–10). Most frequently cited (by

N¼ 30) desired benefit was 5% (Figure 3). Minimally desired
benefit was, respectively, 4.7±1.2, 5.0±0.5, and 5.3±1.8 for
radiation, medical, and surgical oncologists (P¼ 0.56). Minimally
desired benefit was not correlated with age, time since specialisa-
tion, current workplace, having ever supervised internships or
residencies, or having ever been part of a guideline committee
(data not shown).
For a 5% benefit in local control, there was a trend for

oncologists to prefer PRT more often than patients (79 vs 64%,
P¼ 0.06). Oncologists preferred PRT significantly more often than
non-irradiated patients (79 vs 42%, Po0.001) and about as often
as irradiated patients (79 vs 83%, P¼ 0.68).

Relative importance of treatment outcomes

Five (4%) participants conferred the highest value to the worst
outcome probability in one of the outcomes and were excluded
from further analyses. Incontinence was the most important
treatment outcome for 29 (47%) patients and 24 (41%) oncologists,
followed by local control for 21 (34%) patients and 20 (34%)
oncologists, survival for 7 (11%) patients and 12 (20%)
oncologists, and sexual dysfunction for 5 (8%) patients and for 3
(5%) oncologists.
Figure 4 shows mean, standard deviation, and range of relative

treatment outcome importance. Relative importance did not differ
between male and female patients, irradiated and non-irradiated
patients, or between those with and without a stoma. An effect of
the experience of the side effects of treatment on the relative
importance of those side effects was not seen either. No differences
were seen between patients who did and who did not suffer from
incontinence with respect to the importance attached to incon-
tinence, and no differences were seen for sexual dysfunction
between patients who did and who did not indicate sexual
problems.
Mean importance was significantly different between specialties

for local control (P¼ 0.01), survival (P¼ 0.02), and sexual
dysfunction (P¼ 0.024). Radiotherapists considered local control
more important than medical oncologists (35±9 vs 24±8,
P¼ 0.02) and surgeons (28±11, P¼ 0.04). Surgeons considered
sexual dysfunction more important than radiotherapists (20±9 vs
14±5, P¼ 0.02). There was a trend (P¼ 0.05) for medical
oncologists to consider survival more important than surgeons
(28±9 vs 17±12). Relative importance of treatment outcomes for

Table 2 Participants’ background details

Participants N (%)

Patients (N¼ 66)
Mean age, years±s.d. (range) 64±9.2 (41–84)
Mean time since surgery, years±s.d. (range) 8±1.0 (6–10)
Treatment
Surgery 31 (47)
PRT+surgery 35 (53)

Permanent stoma
Yes 25 (38)
No 41 (62)

Incontinence (non-stoma patients)
Never 23 (56)
Sometimes 17 (41)
Often 1 (2)
Always 0

Oncologists (N¼ 60)
Mean age, years±s.d. (range) 48±7.3 (35–62)
Mean time since specialisation, years±s.d. (range) 13±8.1 (1–31)
Current institution
Academic 14 (23)
Non-academic 46 (77)

Supervisor (ever)
Yes 9 (15)
No 50 (85)

Member of a guideline committee (ever)
Yes 13 (22)
No 47 (78)

Adherence to 2001 guidelinea

Overall yes 53 (90)
Yes, except for high tumours 2 (3)
No, not in general 4 (7)

Numbers do not add up to 60 in oncologists due to missing data. aReported rectal
cancer treatment management within the oncologist’s institution.
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Figure 3 Cumulative proportion of oncologists (N¼ 58) and patients (N¼ 66) preferring PRT according to minimum percentage of benefit in local
control. Numbers of patients do not add up to 100% because of those never preferring PRT.
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average!5%,
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SO:,5.3%!
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Rela2ve,importance,of,treatment,outcomes,
oncologists’)treatment'preferences'
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Radia2on,Oncologists:, !LOCAL,CONTROL,,
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !(RO!35!vs!SO!28;!p=0.02!vs!MO:!24;!p=!0.04)!

!

Medical,Oncologists:,! !SURVIVAL,
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !(MO!28!vs!SO!17!vs;!p=!0.05)!

!

Surgical,Oncologists:,! !SEXUAL,ACTIVITY,
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !(SO!20!vs!RO!14!vs;!p=!0.02)!

!
All,males!!,
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oncologists did not differ according to patient gender or
oncologists’ background characteristics (data not shown), except
that clinicians who had supervised tended to consider local control
as more important than clinicians who had not (36±9 vs 29±10
P¼ 0.05).
Mean relative importance of probability of sexual dysfunction

was significantly higher for patients than for oncologists (21±8 vs
17±8, P¼ 0.02).

DISCUSSION

The Dutch TME trial showed that short-course PRT improves local
control in resectable rectal cancer patients, with no survival gain
(Peeters et al, 2007). Given the high rates of local control with
surgery alone (Peeters et al, 2007), 90–95% of patients are
unnecessarily treated with PRT. Radiotherapy has been shown to
induce major side effects, including faecal incontinence (Marijnen
et al, 2005; Peeters et al, 2005), sexual dysfunction (Marijnen et al,
2005), small bowel obstruction (Birgisson et al, 2005a), and
development of secondary tumours (Birgisson et al, 2005b). The
awareness of side effects often leads to discussions in multi-
disciplinary oncology meetings about the necessity of PRT for
certain patients. One would expect that a small probability of
benefit and large probabilities of side effects would call for the
input of the patient in the process of decision-making. However,
in the Netherlands, these probabilities are often not explicitly
discussed with the patient, and the decision about PRT is even less
frequently left to the patient. We therefore performed this study to
evaluate patients’ and oncologists’ preferences for preoperative
treatment. Investigating how new rectal cancer patients value the
tradeoff between local control and side effects is difficult in the
Netherlands, where neoadjuvant radiation is the standard treat-
ment. We therefore recruited disease-free rectal cancer patients
treated in the TME trial as an alternative, enabling us to assess
views from patients with and without experience with PRT and
side effects.
The TTM methodology showed that patients preferred to be

irradiated when the mean gain in local control was about 5%. The
range was considerable (0–11%) though, highlighting the need for

a discussion of the pros and cons of PRT with every patient with
resectable rectal cancer.
One of the drawbacks of this study is the use of already treated

patients, who have been disease-free for over 5 years. To these
patients, 5-year survival and 5-year local control rates will have
another connotation than to recently diagnosed patients. Since
oncologists in the Netherlands are reluctant to discuss these
absolute rates explicitly with patients, we deemed it impossible to
use the methods with recently diagnosed patients. We were aware
that our retrospective interviews would incorporate the biases
generally seen in the literature, but by asking all types of patients,
both with and without treatment experience, and with and without
symptoms, we wished to obtain an impression of all possible
attitudes towards the tradeoffs involved. Patients have been shown
to have a strong preference for the therapy they have undergone
(Yellen et al, 1994; McQuellon et al, 1995; Stiggelbout et al, 1996;
Lindley et al, 1998; Jansen et al, 2001), possibly embracing it
psychologically as the best possible for them. Indeed, patients in
this study who underwent PRT desired a lower benefit from
irradiation than non-irradiated patients. A significant minority
preferred PRT even if the treatment was non-beneficial and
harmful, in accordance with studies on adjuvant chemotherapy
(Ravdin et al, 1998; Jansen et al, 2001) and adjuvant radiotherapy
(Palda et al, 1997). Again, this preference may result from
cognitive justification, but may also be grounded in expecting or
having experienced non-clinical benefits, including a sense of
control over one’s situation (Levine et al, 1988), persistent belief in
treatment benefit (Palda et al, 1997), or avoiding negative feelings
including regret over having refused treatment (Palda et al, 1997).
One should take this into account when judging the absolute
benefit that our patients required from treatment. The number for
newly diagnosed patients will likely lie in between the means of our
two patient groups.
On the basis of the frequent discussions in multidisciplinary

team meetings, we hypothesised that required benefit from PRT
would differ between specialties. However, our results showed that
most oncologists, regardless of specialty, prefer PRT when the gain
in local control is 5%. This is a generally accepted benefit in Dutch
oncologists regarding adjuvant treatment in general (Bontenbal
et al, 2000). The fact that the TME trial showed 5% benefit at
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Figure 4 Individual importance scores (range 0–100) of treatment outcomes in patients and clinicians. M¼mean; s.d.¼ standard deviation; Pt¼ patient;
Clin¼ clinician. One oncologist and four patients were excluded from the analyses because they valued the worst probability of one of the treatment
outcomes highest compared to the other outcome probabilities of that outcome.
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SCRT,delayed,Surg,vs,LCiCRT,delayed,Surg,

Shi-Xin Liu et al

$VLDQ�3DFLÀF�-RXUQDO�RI�&DQFHU�3UHYHQWLRQ��9RO���������5760

SCRT and LCRT arms [RR=0.60, 95%CI (0.19, 1.88), 
P=0.38], without obvious heterogeneity was detected 
(I2=17%, p �������VR�WKH�À[HG�HIIHFW�PRGHO�ZDV�HPSOR\HG��
(Figure 4C).

Quality of evidence
There were 6 outcomes in this meta-analysis. Sphincter 

preservation rate, pCR rate, local recurrence rate and grade 
3~4 acute toxicity were critical outcomes; R0 resection 
rate and downstaging rate were both important outcomes. 
The quality of the evidence of each outcome was shown 
in Table 2.

Discussion

0DLQ� ÀQGLQJV��7KLV� V\VWHPDWLF� UHYLHZ� DQG�PHWD�
analysis manifested that there were no significant 
differences in sphincter preservation rate, local recurrence 
rate, grade 3~4 acute toxicity, R0 resection rate and 
downstaging rate between two arms. Compared with 
SCRT plus delayed surgery, LCRT with delayed surgery 
VLJQLÀFDQW�LQFUHDVHG�S&5�UDWH�>55 ���������&,��������
0.78), P=0.003]. Based on the GRADE system, the 
evidence qualities of pCR rate and R0 resection rate 
were “moderate”; the evidence qualities of sphincter 
preservation rate, downstaging rate and grade 3~4 acute 
toxicity were “low”; local recurrence rate was “very low”. 
The main reason was risks of bias and imprecision.

Agreements and disagreements in the current 
OLWHUDWXUH��$V�IDU�DV�ZH�NQRZ��WKLV�LV�WKH�ÀUVW�PHWD�DQDO\VLV�
to compare short-course with long-course preoperative 
radiotherapy plus delayed surgery in the treatment of 
rectal cancer. Previous reviews mainly focused on SCRT 
plus immediate surgery, surgery alone, LCRT plus delayed 
surgery (Kye and Cho, 2014) or SCRT plus immediate 
surgery versus LCRT plus delayed surgery (Bujko et al., 
2014; Zhou et al., 2014); They indicated both short-course 
plus immediate surgery and long-course preoperative 
UDGLRWKHUDS\�SOXV�GHOD\HG�VXUJHU\�ZHUH�HIÀFLHQW�DQG�VDIHW\�
methods to treat rectal cancer. Further, our article direct 
compared short-course and long-course preoperative 
radiotherapy plus delayed surgery, the synthetic results 
are mostly consist with results from included studies in 
view of risk ratios and 95% CI. 

Overall completeness and applicability of evidence: 
Most of rectal cancer patients included in this meta-
analysis were clinical stage II~III and without distant 
metastasis. Thus the results of this meta-analysis could 
be applicable to the patients with localized and locally 
advanced rectal cancer patients (stage II~III, without 
GLVWDQW�PHWDVWDVLV���%DVHG�RQ� WKH�PDMRU�ÀQGLQJV�� WKHUH�
were no significant differences in most of outcomes 
EHWZHHQ�WKH�WZR�LQWHUYHQWLRQV��7KH�EHQHÀW�RI�WKH�6&57�
is more convenient and inexpensive, especially in centers 
with a long waiting list or lack of medical resources (Bujko 
et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2014). Furthermore, LCRT is 
better than SCRT at increasing pathologic complete 
response rate. Therefore, based on the available evidence, 
choose which kind of treatment strategy largely depends 
on the clinician’s experience, the patient’s clinical features 
and the public health resources (Sajid et al., 2010; Rodel 
et al., 2012; Palta et al., 2014). 

Limitations: Only 3 RCTs, total 357 rectal cancer 
patients, were included in the meta-analysis, so the 
sample size was too small to detect the possible 
statistical difference in some outcomes, such as sphincter 
preservation rate, downstaging rate, local recurrence rate 
and grade 3~4 acute toxicity, which were with serious 
or very serious imprecision (Guyatt et al., 2011a). Take 
grade 3~4 acute toxicity as example, the statistical power 
of the meta-analysis was only 0.2881, undoubtedly, it is 
not enough (Borenstein et al., 2009). In addition, there 
were some potential risks of biases. Firstly, though 
all included RCTs mentioned “random”, only 1 RCT 

Figure 4. Meta-analysis of Short-course RT Plus 
Delayed Surgery vs. Long-course Chemo-RT Plus 
delayed surgery. (A): Meta-analysis results of pCR rate; 
(B): Meta-analysis results of Local recurrence rate (LRR); (C): 
Meta-analysis results of Grade 3~4 acute toxicity
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Figure 2. A) Risk of bias graph: review authors’ 
judgments about each risk of bias item presented as 
percentages across all included studies; (B) Risk of bias 
summary: review authors’ judgments about each risk 
of bias item for each included study
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In,conclusions,,
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